UNLEARNING
WORDS

0.2 PS CEUs
Registration: $35
www.cwoodpd.com

Presented by Seth Gore in ASL
Sunday, March 28th, 2021
3:00-5:00PM EST

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
Unlearning Words is one workshop, part of a series, aimed to
benefit anybody who wishes to improve their expressive ASL
and advance their information conveying skills to a radical
level. Through an interplay of both lecture and interactive
dialogue, this workshop aims to convey some deliberation on
the topic of sign language expression, exploring the origins of
words, their purpose, and the effect they have on the
processes of signing.
This workshop will show how words are surrogate in sign
language and how you can recognize the underlying
patterns that restrict your thinking, your expression, and your
signing. This workshop will help you unlearn words and
begin truly using your hands in a capacity you never thought
possible.
View the workshop description in ASL.

OBJECTIVES
Participants will recognize how sign language is more
than just the world of worded/classifier signs.
Participants will analyze and understand the nature of
spoken/written words and their influence on sign
language.
Participants will be able to see how ‘wordless’ signing and
gesture imparts a more direct and clearer meaning in
ASL.
Participants will gain self-awareness of wordiness and
recognize their own thinking modes.

IRID is an Approved
RID CMP Sponsor for
continuing education
activities.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER
Seth is a Deaf native signer from a
rich heritage of Deaf culture and
sign language. His background is
wide across many disciplines —
ASL, Literature & writing, software
engineering, and teaching. He is a
bilingual creative house with a
love for teaching and lecturing
and technology.
Seth has worked with many interpreters, hearing signers and
new Deaf signers alike. His interest in ASL as a language and
as a storytelling vehicle has been lifelong. This interest
eventually brought him into live performance and
storytelling and then into ASL coaching in Broadway and
Hollywood worlds. He lives in New York City and currently is
developing an online platform for interactive ASL
collaboration.

REGISTER NOW!
DETAILS
Workshop approved for 0.2 PS CEUs.
Registration fee is $35 regardless of membership or
certification.
50% refund if registration is cancelled in writing by March
14, 2021.
Target audience: ASL Interpreters, Deaf Interpreters,
Educators of Deaf, and signers, anywhere in the US.
For ADA accommodations, please email
cwoodpd@gmail.com by March 14, 2021.
CWooD Professional Development promotes a learning
environment free from discrimination and bias, and
encourages mutual respect for all participants.

